
 

CLEAR SCREENS LIST PRICING
CLIP SUPPORTED SURFACE MOUNT

Notes
1.   All pricing assumes standard office furniture industry application use. Adding screens to furniture adds weight. Please consider stability

guidelines of furniture when considering screens. (E.G. Hgt Adj Tables have limited weight capacity.)

2.  Lexan Clip screens can have a 2” cut out for wire management or transactions with no additional charge.
3.  Screens will be sized to specific application needs with the assistance of the Screen Team to ensure accuracy at the time of order

entry. (I.E. Day-to-Day HAT width, Aloft Surface Depth, etc.)

4.  Screen sizes that fall between listed sizes should be sized up to the next one.

5.  Surface mount screens screw directly to top of surface and panels.

Clip Supported Surface Mount   6.  Screens come with all necessary mounting hardware (clips, channel, feet, brackets, etc) at prices shown.
7.  Screens mounted on panels will receive 2 clips per panel. Screens mounted to surfaces will receive 2  clips for surfaces 24” – 54” wide,

3 clips for surfaces 60” – 72” wide and 4 clips for surfaces 78” – 84” wide.

8.  Pricing reflected for ascending sizes may not reflect ascending pricing due to material costs and yield efficiencies.

9.  Lead time: 2  - 4 weeks based on quantities.

1/4” GLASS

24 Wide 30 Wide 36 Wide 42 Wide 48 Wide 54 Wide 60 Wide 66 Wide 72 Wide 78 Wide 84 Wide

8 High $415 $422 $469 $481 $492 $504 $528 $565 $572 $587 $602

12 High $410 $415 $422 $444 $466 $558 $511 $533 $555 $577 $599

16 High $507 $527 $558 $580 $605 $645 $681 $690 $706 $719 $732

20 High $465 $506 $533 $587 $627 $667 $708 $748 $789 $830 $871

24 High $497 $545 $593 $640 $688 $736 $784 $832 $879 $926 $973

28 High Not Available in this Size

32 High Not Available in this Size

3/8” GLASS

24 Wide 30 Wide 36 Wide 42 Wide 48 Wide 54 Wide 60 Wide 66 Wide 72 Wide 78 Wide 84 Wide

8 High $490 $500 $510 $522 $532 $544 $572 $662 $628 $724 $819

12 High $551 $553 $602 $652 $702 $752 $802 $852 $902 $952 $1,002

16 High $525 $586 $615 $685 $758 $810 $834 $910 $966 $983 $1,032

20 High $600 $678 $755 $833 $910 $988 $1,065 $1,143 $1,220 $1,297 $1,374

24 High $656 $748 $840 $931 $1,023 $1,114 $1,206 $1,298 $1,389 $1,480 $1,571

28 High Not Available in this Size

32 High Not Available in this Size

1/4” LEXAN POLYCARBONATE

24 Wide 30 Wide 36 Wide 42 Wide 48 Wide 54 Wide 60 Wide 66 Wide 72 Wide 78 Wide 84 Wide

8 High $425 $445 $464 $483 $502 $521 $540 $559 $579 $598 $617

12 High $464 $492 $521 $550 $579 $607 $636 $665 $693 $721 $749

16 High $502 $540 $579 $617 $656 $693 $732 $770 $808 $847 $886

20 High $540 $588 $636 $684 $732 $780 $829 $877 $925 $973 $1,021

24 High $579 $636 $693 $751 $808 $866 $923 $981 $1,038 $1,095 $1,152

28 High Not Available in this Size

32 High Not Available in this Size

3/8” LEXAN POLYCARBONATE

24 Wide 30 Wide 36 Wide 42 Wide 48 Wide 54 Wide 60 Wide 66 Wide 72 Wide 78 Wide 84 Wide

8 High $483 $518 $551 $585 $618 $651 $685 $719 $753 $821 $787

12 High $551 v602 $652 $703 $753 $804 $854 $905 $955 $1,005 $1,055

16 High $619 $685 $753 $821 $888 $955 $1,022 $1,090 $1,158 $1,224 $1,292

20 High $685 $770 $855 $939 $1,024 $1,109 $1,193 $1,278 $1,362 $1,446 $1,530

24 High $753 $854 $955 $1,057 $1,158 $1,259 $1,360 $1,461 $1,562 $1,663 $1,764

28 High $821 $938 $1,055 $1,175 $1,292 $1,409 $1,527 $1,644 $1,762 $1,880 $1,998

32 High $889 $1,022 $1,155 $1,293 $1,426 $1,559 $1,694 $1,827 $1,962 $2,097 $2,232

Contact Wakefield Moving & Storage for questions: (800) 225-3688.
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CLEAR SCREENS LIST PRICING
CLIP SUPPORTED UNDER SURFACE MOUNT

Notes
1.   All pricing assumes standard office furniture industry application use. Adding screens to furniture adds weight. Please consider stability

guidelines of furniture when considering screens. (E.G. Hgt Adj Tables have limited weight capacity.)

2.  Lexan Clip screens can have a 2” cut out for wire management or transactions with no additional charge.
3.  Screens will be sized to specific application needs with the assistance of the Screen Team to ensure accuracy at the time of order

entry. (I.E. Day-to-Day HAT width, Aloft Surface Depth, etc.)

4.  Screen sizes that fall between listed sizes should be sized up to the next one.

5.  Under Surface Mount Clip fits worksurfaces with thicknesses between 1.0” – 1 3/16”.

Clip Supported Under Surface Mount
(Non-Marring)   6.  These can easily convert to surface mount Clip Screens.

7.  Screens come with all necessary mounting hardware (clips, channel, feet, brackets, etc) at prices shown.
8.  Screens mounted on panels will receive 2 clips per panel. Screens mounted to surfaces will receive 2  clips for surfaces 24” – 54” wide,

3 clips for surfaces 60” – 72” wide and 4 clips for surfaces 78” – 84” wide.

9.  Pricing reflected for ascending sizes may not reflect ascending pricing due to material costs and yield efficiencies.

10. Lead time: 2 - 4 weeks based on quantities.

1/4” GLASS

24 Wide 30 Wide 36 Wide 42 Wide 48 Wide 54 Wide 60 Wide 66 Wide 72 Wide 78 Wide 84 Wide

8 High $415 $422 $469 $481 $492 $504 $528 $565 $572 $587 $602

12 High $410 $415 $422 $444 $466 $558 $511 $533 $555 $577 $599

16 High $507 $527 $558 $580 $605 $645 $681 $690 $706 $719 $732

20 High $465 $506 $533 $587 $627 $667 $708 $748 $789 $830 $871

24 High $497 $545 $593 $640 $688 $736 $784 $832 $879 $926 $973

28 High Not Available in this Size

32 High Not Available in this Size

3/8” GLASS

24 Wide 30 Wide 36 Wide 42 Wide 48 Wide 54 Wide 60 Wide 66 Wide 72 Wide 78 Wide 84 Wide

8 High $490 $500 $510 $522 $532 $544 $572 $662 $628 $724 $819

12 High $551 $553 $602 $652 $702 $752 $802 $852 $902 $952 $1,002

16 High $525 $586 $615 $685 $758 $810 $834 $910 $966 $983 $1,032

20 High $600 $678 $755 $833 $910 $988 $1,065 $1,143 $1,220 $1,297 $1,374

24 High $656 $748 $840 $931 $1,023 $1,114 $1,206 $1,298 $1,389 $1,480 $1,571

28 High Not Available in this Size

32 High Not Available in this Size

1/4” LEXAN POLYCARBONATE

24 Wide 30 Wide 36 Wide 42 Wide 48 Wide 54 Wide 60 Wide 66 Wide 72 Wide 78 Wide 84 Wide

8 High $425 $445 $464 $483 $502 $521 $540 $559 $579 $598 $617

12 High $464 $492 $521 $550 $579 $607 $636 $665 $693 $721 $749

16 High $502 $540 $579 $617 $656 $693 $732 $770 $808 $847 $886

20 High $540 $588 $636 $684 $732 $780 $829 $877 $925 $973 $1,021

24 High $579 $636 $693 $751 $808 $866 $923 $981 $1,038 $1,095 $1,152

28 High Not Available in this Size

32 High Not Available in this Size

3/8” LEXAN POLYCARBONATE

24 Wide 30 Wide 36 Wide 42 Wide 48 Wide 54 Wide 60 Wide 66 Wide 72 Wide 78 Wide 84 Wide

8 High $483 $518 $551 $585 $618 $651 $685 $719 $753 $821 $787

12 High $551 v602 $652 $703 $753 $804 $854 $905 $955 $1,005 $1,055

16 High $619 $685 $753 $821 $888 $955 $1,022 $1,090 $1,158 $1,224 $1,292

20 High $685 $770 $855 $939 $1,024 $1,109 $1,193 $1,278 $1,362 $1,446 $1,530

24 High $753 $854 $955 $1,057 $1,158 $1,259 $1,360 $1,461 $1,562 $1,663 $1,764

28 High $821 $938 $1,055 $1,175 $1,292 $1,409 $1,527 $1,644 $1,762 $1,880 $1,998

32 High $889 $1,022 $1,155 $1,293 $1,426 $1,559 $1,694 $1,827 $1,962 $2,097 $2,232

Contact Wakefield Moving & Storage for questions: (800) 225-3688.
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CLEAR SCREENS LIST PRICING
CHANNEL SUPPORTED SURFACE MOUNT

Notes
1.   All pricing assumes standard office furniture industry application use. Adding screens to furniture adds weight. Please consider stability

guidelines of furniture when considering screens. (E.G. Hgt Adj Tables have limited weight capacity.)

2.  Screens will be sized to specific application needs with the assistance of the Screen Team to ensure accuracy at the time of order
entry. (I.E. Day-to-Day HAT width, Aloft Surface Depth, etc.)

3.  Screen sizes that fall between listed sizes should be sized up to the next one.

4.  Surface mount screens screw directly to top of surface and panels.

5.  Screens come with all necessary mounting hardware (clips, channel, feet, brackets, etc) at prices shown.

Channel Supported Surface Mount   6.  Pricing reflected for ascending sizes may not reflect ascending pricing due to material costs and yield efficiencies.

7.  Lead time: 2  - 4 weeks based on quantities.

1/4” GLASS

24 Wide 30 Wide 36 Wide 42 Wide 48 Wide 54 Wide 60 Wide 66 Wide 72 Wide 78 Wide 84 Wide

8 High $415 $422 $469 $481 $492 $504 $528 $565 $572 $587 $602

12 High $410 $415 $422 $444 $466 $558 $511 $533 $555 $577 $599

16 High $507 $527 $558 $580 $605 $645 $681 $690 $706 $719 $732

20 High $465 $506 $533 $587 $627 $667 $708 $748 $789 $830 $871

24 High $497 $545 $593 $640 $688 $736 $784 $832 $879 $926 $973

28 High Not Available in this Size

32 High Not Available in this Size

3/8” GLASS

24 Wide 30 Wide 36 Wide 42 Wide 48 Wide 54 Wide 60 Wide 66 Wide 72 Wide 78 Wide 84 Wide

8 High $490 $500 $510 $522 $532 $544 $572 $662 $628 $724 $819

12 High $551 $553 $602 $652 $702 $752 $802 $852 $902 $952 $1,002

16 High $525 $586 $615 $685 $758 $810 $834 $910 $966 $983 $1,032

20 High $600 $678 $755 $833 $910 $988 $1,065 $1,143 $1,220 $1,297 $1,374

24 High $656 $748 $840 $931 $1,023 $1,114 $1,206 $1,298 $1,389 $1,480 $1,571

28 High Not Available in this Size

32 High Not Available in this Size

1/4” LEXAN POLYCARBONATE

24 Wide 30 Wide 36 Wide 42 Wide 48 Wide 54 Wide 60 Wide 66 Wide 72 Wide 78 Wide 84 Wide

8 High $425 $445 $464 $483 $502 $521 $540 $559 $579 $598 $617

12 High $464 $492 $521 $550 $579 $607 $636 $665 $693 $721 $749

16 High $502 $540 $579 $617 $656 $693 $732 $770 $808 $847 $886

20 High $540 $588 $636 $684 $732 $780 $829 $877 $925 $973 $1,021

24 High $579 $636 $693 $751 $808 $866 $923 $981 $1,038 $1,095 $1,152

28 High Not Available in this Size

32 High Not Available in this Size

3/8” LEXAN POLYCARBONATE

24 Wide 30 Wide 36 Wide 42 Wide 48 Wide 54 Wide 60 Wide 66 Wide 72 Wide 78 Wide 84 Wide

8 High $483 $518 $551 $585 $618 $651 $685 $719 $753 $821 $787

12 High $551 v602 $652 $703 $753 $804 $854 $905 $955 $1,005 $1,055

16 High $619 $685 $753 $821 $888 $955 $1,022 $1,090 $1,158 $1,224 $1,292

20 High $685 $770 $855 $939 $1,024 $1,109 $1,193 $1,278 $1,362 $1,446 $1,530

24 High $753 $854 $955 $1,057 $1,158 $1,259 $1,360 $1,461 $1,562 $1,663 $1,764

28 High $821 $938 $1,055 $1,175 $1,292 $1,409 $1,527 $1,644 $1,762 $1,880 $1,998

32 High $889 $1,022 $1,155 $1,293 $1,426 $1,559 $1,694 $1,827 $1,962 $2,097 $2,232

Contact Wakefield Moving & Storage for questions: (800) 225-3688.
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CLEAR SCREENS LIST PRICING
CLEAR LEXAN (ONLY) FREESTANDING CLIP SCREENS

Notes
1.   All pricing assumes standard office furniture industry application use. Adding screens to furniture adds weight. Please consider stability

guidelines of furniture when considering screens. (E.G. Hgt Adj Tables have limited weight capacity.)

2.  Lexan Clip screens can have a 2” cut out for wire management or transactions with no additional charge.
3.  Screens will be sized to specific application needs with the assistance of the Screen Team to ensure accuracy at the time of order

entry. (I.E. Day-to-Day HAT width, Aloft Surface Depth, etc.)

4.  Screen sizes that fall between listed sizes should be sized up to the next one.

5.  These non-marring feet are 2 3/8“ x 12”.

Clip Screen Freestanding
(Non-Marring)   6.  These can easily convert to surface mount Clip Screens.

7.  Screens come with all necessary mounting hardware (clips, channel, feet, brackets, etc) at prices shown.

8.  Lead time: 2  - 4 weeks based on quantities.

1/4” GLASS

Not Available in Glass

3/8” GLASS

Not Available in Glass

1/4” LEXAN POLYCARBONATE

2-Feet 3-Feet 4-Feet

24 Wide 30 Wide 36 Wide 42 Wide 48 Wide 54 Wide 60 Wide 66 Wide 72 Wide 78 Wide 84 Wide

8 High $525 $545 $564 $583 $602 $621 $690 $709 $729 $798 $817

12 High $564 $592 $621 $650 $679 $707 $786 $815 $843 $921 $949

16 High $602 $640 $679 $717 $756 $793 $882 $920 $958 $1,047 $1,086

20 High $640 $688 $736 $784 $832 $880 $979 $1,027 $1,075 $1,173 $1,221

24 High $679 $736 $793 $851 $908 $966 $1,073 $1,131 $1,188 $1,295 $1,352

28 High Not Available in this Size

32 High Not Available in this Size

3/8” LEXAN POLYCARBONATE

2-Feet 3-Feet 4-Feet

24 Wide 30 Wide 36 Wide 42 Wide 48 Wide 54 Wide 60 Wide 66 Wide 72 Wide 78 Wide 84 Wide

8 High $583 $618 $651 $685 $718 $751 $835 $869 $903 $1,021 $987

12 High $651 $702 $752 $803 $853 $904 $1,004 $1,055 $1,105 $1,205 $1,255

16 High $719 $785 $853 $921 $988 $1,055 $1,172 $1,240 $1,308 $1,424 $1,492

20 High $785 $870 $955 $1,039 $1,124 $1,209 $1,343 $1,428 $1,512 $1,646 $1,730

24 High $853 $954 $1,055 $1,157 $1,258 $1,359 $1,510 $1,611 $1,712 $1,863 $1,964

28 High $921 $1,038 $1,155 $1,275 $1,392 $1,509 $1,677 $1,794 $1,912 $2,080 $2,198

32 High $989 $1,122 $1,255 $1,393 $1,526 $1,659 $1,844 $1,977 $2,112 $2,297 $2,432

Contact Wakefield Moving & Storage for questions: (800) 225-3688.
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CLEAR SCREENS LIST PRICING
UNDER SURFACE MOUNT CHANNEL SCREENS

Notes
1.   All pricing assumes standard office furniture industry application use. Adding screens to furniture adds weight. Please consider stability

guidelines of furniture when considering screens. (E.G. Hgt Adj Tables have limited weight capacity.)

2.  Screens will be sized to specific application needs with the assistance of the Screen Team to ensure accuracy at the time of order
entry. (I.E. Day-to-Day HAT width, Aloft Surface Depth, etc.)

3.  Screen sizes that fall between listed sizes should be sized up to the next one.

4.  Screens come with all necessary mounting hardware (clips, channel, feet, brackets, etc) at prices shown.

5.  Pricing reflected for ascending sizes may not reflect ascending pricing due to material costs and yield efficiencies.

Channel Screens Under Surface Mount
(Non-Marring)   6.  Lead time: 2  - 4 weeks based on quantities.

1/4” GLASS

24 Wide 30 Wide 36 Wide 42 Wide 48 Wide 54 Wide 60 Wide 66 Wide 72 Wide 78 Wide 84 Wide

8 High $515 $522 $569 $581 $592 $604 $628 $665 $672 $687 $702

12 High $510 $515 $522 $544 $566 $658 $611 $633 $655 $677 $699

16 High $607 $627 $658 $680 $705 $745 $781 $790 $806 $819 $832

20 High $565 $606 $633 $687 $727 $767 $808 $848 $889 $930 $971

24 High $597 $645 $693 $740 $788 $836 $884 $932 $979 $1,026 $1,073

28 High Not Available in this Size

32 High Not Available in this Size

3/8” GLASS

24 Wide 30 Wide 36 Wide 42 Wide 48 Wide 54 Wide 60 Wide 66 Wide 72 Wide 78 Wide 84 Wide

8 High $590 $600 $610 $622 $632 $644 $672 $762 $728 $824 $919

12 High $651 $653 $702 $752 $802 $852 $902 $952 $1,002 $1,052 $1,102

16 High $625 $686 $715 $785 $858 $910 $934 $1,010 $1,066 $1,083 $1,132

20 High $700 $778 $855 $933 $1,010 $1,088 $1,165 $1,243 $1,320 $1,397 $1,474

24 High $756 $848 $940 $1,031 $1,123 $1,214 $1,306 $1,398 $1,489 $1,580 $1,671

28 High Not Available in this Size

32 High Not Available in this Size

1/4” LEXAN POLYCARBONATE

24 Wide 30 Wide 36 Wide 42 Wide 48 Wide 54 Wide 60 Wide 66 Wide 72 Wide 78 Wide 84 Wide

8 High $525 $545 $564 $583 $602 $621 $640 $659 $679 $698 $717

12 High $564 $592 $621 $650 $679 $707 $736 $765 $793 $821 $849

16 High $602 $640 $679 $717 $756 $793 $832 $870 $908 $947 $986

20 High $640 $688 $736 $784 $832 $880 $929 $977 $1,025 $1,073 $1,121

24 High $679 $736 $793 $851 $908 $966 $1,023 $1,081 $1,138 $1,195 $1,252

28 High Not Available in this Size

32 High Not Available in this Size

3/8” LEXAN POLYCARBONATE

24 Wide 30 Wide 36 Wide 42 Wide 48 Wide 54 Wide 60 Wide 66 Wide 72 Wide 78 Wide 84 Wide

8 High $583 $618 $651 $685 $718 $751 $785 $819 $853 $921 $887

12 High $651 $702 $752 $803 $853 $904 $954 $1,005 $1,055 $1,105 $1,155

16 High $719 $785 $853 $921 $988 $1,055 $1,122 $1,190 $1,258 $1,324 $1,392

20 High $785 $870 $955 $1,039 $1,124 $1,209 $1,293 $1,378 $1,462 $1,546 $1,630

24 High $853 $954 $1,055 $1,157 $1,258 $1,359 $1,460 $1,561 $1,662 $1,763 $1,864

28 High $921 $1,038 $1,155 $1,275 $1,392 $1,509 $1,627 $1,744 $1,862 $1,980 $2,098

32 High $989 $1,122 $1,255 $1,393 $1,526 $1,659 $1,794 $1,927 $2,062 $2,197 $2,332

Contact Wakefield Moving & Storage for questions: (800) 225-3688.
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CLEAR SCREENS WORKSHEET
CLIP SUPPORTED SCREENS

MATERIAL OPTIONS APPLICATION EXAMPLES

Glass
1/4” or 3/8” Clear  

Lexan™
1/4” or 3/8” Lexan

Polycarbonate Clear

Note: We do not recommend blending Glass screens and Lexan screens as they will 
appear different.   Freestanding Clip Screen. (Only in Lexan.)

MOUNTING OPTIONS

Surface Mount Clip Screen   Freestanding Clip Screen
Only in Lexan

(The foot is 12” total in length.)

Clip Screen, Surface Mount with Glass.

Under Surface Mount Clip Screen

FINISH OPTION

Metallic Silver

Notes

1.   Clip dimensions: 2 1/8” H , 2 1/3” W and 1 1/2” D.
2.  Cords can be managed on Clip Screens without cut-out via the slight opening that

is standard.

3.  Under Surface Mount Clip fits worksurfaces with thicknesses between 1.0” – 1 3/16”.

4.  Find all screen images on the online image library.  

Freestanding Clip Screen with two, 2” high cut-outs (Only in Lexan).
Also shown, Clip Screen Surface Mount.

Contact Wakefield Moving & Storage for questions: (800) 225-3688.
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CLEAR SCREENS WORKSHEET
CHANNEL SUPPORTED SCREENS

MATERIAL OPTIONS

Glass
1/4” or 3/8” Clear   Lexan™

1/4” or 3/8” Lexan
Polycarbonate Clear  

APPLICATION EXAMPLES

Channel Screen Surface Mount on Panel.

Note: We do not recommend blending Glass screens and Lexan screens as they will 
appear different.

MOUNTING OPTIONS

Surface Mount Channel Screen   Under Surface Mount
Channel Screen

Channel Screen with Under Surface Mount in Lexan
on Height Adjustable Table.

Surface Mount
Channel Screen on Panel

Shown on Divi Linear.*
*Offered on Linear and Radius trim. For more information, please contact 
Screen Team (see contact info below).

Note: Channel dimensions: 1” H and 1” D.

FINISH OPTIONS

Channel Screen with Surface Mount in Glass
on 120° Height Adjustable Table.

Choose from Grade A Paint Finishes

Contact Wakefield Moving & Storage for questions: (800) 225-3688.
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DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
GLASS & LEXAN®  POLYCARBONATE

GLASS LEXAN® POLYCARBONATE

·  Glass is standard with straight corners.

·  Glass is standard tempered glass with standard iron
content. Request samples from literature center.

·  Glass can be cleaned with most common cleaning materials
already found in janitorial supplies.

·  1/4” Glass weighs 2.88 lbs per square foot.

·  3/8” Glass weighs 4.32 lbs per square foot.  

·  Polycarbonate/Lexan screens are standard with rounded
corners and are clear.

·  Polycarbonate has specific chemicals that should NOT be 
used when cleaning (please refer to the Cleaning and 
Maintenance Guide online).

·  1/4” Lexan weighs 1.44 lbs per square foot.

·  3/8” Lexan weighs 2.88 lbs per square foot.

·  Do not confuse Lexan polycarbonate with Plexi or Plexiglass.
There are important differences.

-  Lexan polycarbonate is 200x stronger than plexiglass 
and is building-code friendly. (Note: local code 
compliance is the responsibility of the dealer and 
customer.)

-  Plexi or plexiglass is made of acrylic and does not meet 
NFPA fire testing requirements. We not use plexiglass 
on any of our screens.

-  Plexi or plexiglass is very rigid and cracks easier than
Lexan polycarbonate.

Contact Wakefield Moving & Storage for questions: (800) 225-3688.
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